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A bit of history

- Launched in 2006 by UN Secretary General Kofi Annan
- Help developing countries to improve their level of participation in the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) and enhance the geographical scope, while contributing to sustainable development
- Welcomed by CMP2, and regularly reported to CMP since then.
Promoting CDM

- Technology Access
- Bringing together actors
- Build local capabilities
- Understand and work with local conditions
- Assess projects
- Scale up

Training
- Technology advice
- Investment support
- Methodological concepts and approaches

Communication & outreach
- Develop tools
- Overcome admin / political barriers
Promoting CDM

- Extended technical capabilities and support infrastructure
- Global network of 130+ national focal points
- Large number of private sector entrepreneurs
- Regular global and regional forums and market places
- Regional Collaboration Centres (East & West Africa, Asia, Caribbean and Latin America) + in-country presence & support from NFP partners local offices.
- Regular training, policy support, technical evaluations, capacity building, technology transfer, financial support schemes, on-line services etc.
A new chapter
Since Paris…

- Revisiting priorities:
- Focus on support to implementation of the PA
- NFP agreed to redirect its focus to support to implementation of NDCs…
- …within NFP’s collective area of expertise…
- …building and drawing on the experience and capabilities developed over the past 10 years.
- New ToR for NFP adopted by NFP in February 2016.
The overarching purpose of the Nairobi Framework is to maximize the efficiency in the provision of support to developing countries in implementing their NDCs. The focus areas include climate finance, technology transfer and capacity building for mitigation, through creating enabling environment at national level, regulatory mechanisms and carbon markets, including the CDM.
The new role of NFP

- NFP intends to remain catalytic, inspirational, supportive and complementary to other initiatives and effort in the NDC area.

- NFP will use existing and new infrastructure to anchor projects with local stakeholders.

- NFP intends to facilitate relevant work also within and among NFP partner organizations.

- NFP will also take a role as originator of projects and initiatives supporting NDC implementation.

- So as to support rapid start of actions in response to the Paris Agreement.
NFP project proposals

- NFP survey among DNAs to identify relevant needs, in support of NDC implementation.
- Based on outcomes from results, NFP partners have proposed project ideas
- Ideas were presented and discussed/elaborated at regional carbon forums (Africa, Asia & Latin America) together with DNAs.
- 21 selected ideas have been further elaborated by DNAs, and “packaged” into five project programmes
Putting the pieces together

- Forward looking, supportive of NDC, and draw on a decade of lessons learned from CDM and NFP activities.
- Project proposals jointly “owned” by participating NFP partners, DNAs and other key organizations (different for each project)
- Projects will normally involve several countries, for scale and efficiency
- DNA ownership and local anchoring is essential for success
Next steps

- Projects will now be presented and promoted by NFP partners for fund raising and other support required to initiate the projects.

- Concerted outreach to potential donors and supporters, will also require support from NFPs.

- Are we ready to generate a new round of NFP proposals next year, or should we wait to assess lessons learned from this first 2016 round of project ideas?
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